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To all uvholm, it Timually concerre :
Be it known that I, EDWARD BOSTOCK, a
citizen of the United States, residing in the
city, county, and State of New York, have in
5 vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Tuck-Creasers for Sewing-Machines; and I
do hereby declare that the following is a full,
clear, and exact description thereof, sufficient
to enable any person skilled in the art to use
The object of my present invention is to con
struct a vibrating tuck-creaser which fits all
sewing-machines equally well without change
the same.
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each end in such manner as to admit of a space
between it and the lower plate, along which
the slotted clamp slides. On the upper sur
face
of this plate is a graduated scale for ad- 55 i
justing width of space to the left of the needle.
C C is a T-shaped sliding gage, corrugated
its entire length andresting on the raised edge
of plate A. A. At right angles thereto, and
straddling
plat? B, it has a flat-faced straight- 6o
edge, against which the material is guided on
the machine. Attached to this straight-edge

parallel with the corrugation is a thin tongue,
F, projecting over the inner edge of main plate. . .
in its arrangement, is operated independently On
the upper surface of this tongue is agrad- 65
of the needle-bar, and by which the pressure uated Scale in parts of an inch, for gaging the .

of the upper creaser can be regulated on the
work for light or heavy material.
- The principal -tuck-creasers in use at the
present time are operated by a vibrating arm
2o which
is attached to the needle-bar of a sew
1 ng-machine, adding appreciably to the weight
of running the same, having a tendency to
cause “skip stitches” and break the thread,
giving unnecessarypressure, (which cannot be
regulated,) especially onlight and delicate fab
rics—such as organdie, or mainsook muslins—

and being noisy and liable to get out of order

or break.

The drawings accompanying this specifica
follows:

tion and forming part thereofare described as

Figure1 represents myimprovedtuck-creas

er in perspective as applied to a sewing-ma
i chine. Fig. 2 is a vertical longitudinal sec
tion of the same; and Fig. 3 is a detail view,
showing the manner in which the upper mark
i ling-arm is attached to the presser-bar of the
machine.
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width of tuck to the right of the needle.
Dis a slotted clamp, which straddles plate

AA, and has a downward projection, N, which
slides along the front edge of plate A.A. Near 7o .

its center, at right angles from its slot, it is
corrugated to slide along over the corrugation
on CC. The set-screw E, belonging to the sew ing-machine, passing through the slot of D,
serves to clamp plate A. A and gage C C se 75 .
curely to the bed-plate of any sewing-machine
in proper position for use.
G is a metal arm, made preferably of steel,
which is hinged to the right-hand end of A. A.
at P. Its left-hand end is bentat right angles,
to which is attached in proper position to cen
ter over the edge of the lower creaser a grooved
wheel, H.
L is a metal clamp, which is screwed firmly
to the presser-bar S.
|
K is a thin metal bar, shaped substantially
as shown, the lower end of which is attached
to and slides along the arm G. The upper
part of Kisslotted its entire length, and is

: Similar letters denote Similar parts in all of secured firmly to the presser-bar by screw MI
G the figures.
.. .
and clamp Lu. This slot admits of adjustment

In Fig. 1, A. A is the main plate, shaped as
shown, along the top of the inner edge of which
is firmly attached a piece of wire its entire
length, for the gage to slide upon. In place of
5 a wire, the inner edge may be turned up or .
corrugated. The left-hand edge of this plate
is turned up at J, to press the cloth into the
groove of the upper creaser, ånd the right
i hand end is turned up at R, to which the up
5o per marking-arm is hinged at P.
.
B is a flat metal plate, secured to A. A at

in any position, besides regulating the degree
of pressure of the upper creaser on the work,
and, in connection with the slot inclamp D,
admits of adjusting the entire apparatus back 95
ward or forward, as well as lengthwise of the
machine. The importance of this arrange

ment is manifest, as by its means the same
creaser can be made to fit any sewing-ma- . .
chine-a feature which it is believed has not Ioo
been attained in any vibrating tuck-creaser
hitherto made.
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I do not confine myself to the use of a grooved opposite to the needle, which can be done With
as I might employ a stationary notch or any as herein shown and described,) connecting the

wheel on the end Of the Upper marking-arna, the slotted bar K, (constructed Substantially

other equivalent device; but I have preferably upper creasing-arm, G, with the presser-bar S,
chosen a grooved wheel for several reasons, and which, in conjunction with the slotted
the most important of which is that the lateral clamp D, enables the operator to move the
play from the axis to its periphery is morelia tuck-marker and gage backward or forward 55
ble to center the groove over the edge of the as well as lengthwise of the machine. My
lower CreaSer.
present construction also admits of adjusting
O
Instead of turning up the main plate ab R, I and regulating the pressure of the upper
may attach to Said plate an upright metal post marker on the cloth (whatever may be the rel
slotted at the upper end to receive the arm G. ative position of the presser-bar and the screw
The manner of attaching my improvedtuck hole in bed Of machine toward the needle and
creaser to the machine is as follows: Huet the feed) by means of the slotted bar K, which ad
I 5 presser-bar down and raise the needle-bar toits mits of adjusting the entire apparatus in any
highest point, pass the hinged arm under the direction, so that the same tuck-marker will
needle, and screw the clamp to the presser-bar, fit all machines.
with the wheel resting on the lower creaser, Having now fully described my invention,
as when the feed takes place the presser-bar what I claim as new, and desire to secure by
raises the upper creaser sufficiently to admit Letters Patent, is as follows:
of the Work passing freely along. The arm 1. The main plate A, having two lateral
can be raised or lowered by the slot ofK and i arms, one of which bears the creasing-blade
Screw M.
J, and the creasing-arm G, pivoted at its rear
It is well known to all who are familiar with end to the other arm of plate A, and bearing
25 sewing machines of various kinds now in use at its front end the creasing-roller H, in com
that the screw-hole in the bed-plate of the ma bination with the clamp D, provided with the
chine is situated in different positions on dif slot, as shown, adapted to clamp the plate A. 75
ferent machines relative to the point where the to the bed-plate of a sewing-machine in such
stitching and feeding take place, and as al a manner that the said plate can be adjusted
most all tück-markers are held in position on longitudinally beneath the clamp, and means
the machine by means of a thumb-screw in such for connecting the creaser-arm to the presser
screw-hole, I will explain the advantages of bar, substantially as shown and described.
my present invention with reference thereto. 2. The main plate A, laaving two lateral
Also, as the presser-bar of some machines is arms, one of which bears the creasing-blade
35 located at a greater distance back of the nee J, and the creasing-arm G, pivoted at its rear
dle and from the point ofistitching and feeding end to the other arm of plate A, and bearing
than in others, and it being essential that the at its front end the creasing-roller H, in com
point of Creasingbe aS Inear aSpOSSible Opposite bination with the clamp D, slotted as shown,
to the needle and feed, in order to adapta vibrat adapted to clamp the plate A. to the bed-plate
ing tuck-marker for use on different machines, of a sewing-machine in Such a manner that said:
it is absolutely necessary to provide for ad plate can be longitudinally adjusted beneath
justing the same backward or forward on the the clamp, and the slotted bar K and set
machine in Such manner that whatever the screw MI, substantially as set forth.
position of the screw-lhole in the bed of the
EDWARD BOSTOCK.
45 machine, and whatever may be tlhe position
VWitneSSeS:
of the presser-bar relatively to the point of
Stitching and feeding, the tuck-marker may
CHARLES BILONIDEL, Jr.,
HENRY G. GABAY.
be so adjusted as to locate the creasing-points

